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Murray, Kentucky, Friday Afternoon, April 30, 1948

Blue Ribbon ,Health
Day To Be ,Observed
Monday At Hi School
Grade Students
NO PROSPECT SEEN
To Receive
Health Awards

Vol. XIX; No. 271,

MURRAY POPULATION — 8,000

First Strawberries

Of Season
tied
From Mur?'if$1.i'y Today
6

FOR LOWER PRICES
SURVEY SHOWS

cs

/\

A

FARMERS, VETS Growers Appeal For 100
More Pickers Immediately
GROUP OPPOSE
DRAFT-UMT MERGE
ROTARIANS ASKED
TO CONTRIBUTE
TO FOUNDATION

The Parent Teachers Association
will hold a health Day Program
at the Murray High School audiWASHINGTON, April 30 (UP)—
torium Monday morning at 9:30. Business
and government leaders
At this time the PTA will pre- see no strong prospect for lower
The first strawberries grown in
sent blue ribbons to all students prices and some expect inflation to
this area this season were shipped
who have no physical defects. continue at a steady ,but not specWASHINGTON, April 30 1UP)—
from Murray today, S. V. Foy,
Blue ribbons will also be presented tacular rate, a survey showed today.
county agent, said this morning.
A veterans' organiation and a farm
to those who have had defects
They've got a new name for it:
corrected since an examination
He said before the end of the
group today denounced plans to
"Creeping inflation."
day 300 crates would have been
conducted by the County Health
"blend"
the
draft
and
universal
Secretary of the Treasury John
Department in the month of Febbrought to market for shipment.
military training--but for differW. Snyder said "inflationary presruary.
Most of the strawberries grown
ent reaso.
sures" are continuing. He urged the
in this area are shipped to the
Only students up through the
nation's bankers to keep up their
The Murray Rotary Club met Chicago
The National Farmers Union, opDetroit
and
markets.
first six grades will receive the
"splendid- efforts to keep a damper
posing
both defense • measures, yesterday at the- Woman's Club Some of them are also shipped
VISITOR FROM AMER1CA—Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt poses for
ribbons.
a photo with the Dutch!
on speculative loans.
charred that military leaders are
large cities in the ..,ast, including
Royal Family on her recent visit to The Hague. Left to right
House.
Visiting Rotraians from
All mothers are especially, inare Mrs. Roosevelt, Prince:
trying to "whip up an emergency
New York. Philadelphia and BaltiOther treasury experts predicted
Bernhard. Princess Juliana, Princess Margaret, Princess Beatrix
vited to attend this program.
Paris.
Tenn.,
were
Ralph
Johnsonand Princess Irene. Later ' under cloak of which they can get
more.
that prices w,ll rise gradually, hitthe Prince flew Mrs. Roosevelt to London on her return
At a meeting of the P. T. A. at ting
UMT by indirection." The union ius and Malcolm Little, Ed Miller
trip to the U S.
the nation's pocketbook with
There are ten large growers
300 o'clock Wedneaclay afternoon. full
ridiculed what it called "the pres- of Louisville ,was a guest of Owen
impact. next January. '
in this are wig; a combined acreMay 5. at the high school, Mrs.
ent hysteria in congress" for a pre- Billington. Ed Carter
also had a age of around 40 acres.
Their prediction was backed up
John Kirksey of Paducah will adparedness program'.
Foy said today that growers are
guest.
dress the group. She iallig_oelitlY to some extent by the latest price
The
Amerizcan
Legion's national
report from the Labor Department.
Presider" C. 0. Bondurant made urgently appealing for more pickelected State President.
security
commission
said the proers. After an announcement early
This will be the final meeting It said wholesale prices last week
posed merger has -the character of a short talk on the Rotary Founda- this week that 200 pickers
would
of the P. T. A. for the current edged up for the third week in a
tion
which,
designed
is
to
further
a shotgun wedding."
Both the
be needed. approximately 100 signgood
relationsships
between
school year. One hundred percent row The Bureau of Labor Statisthe
draft and UMT should be approved,
ed up. That leaves at least 100
attendance is requested at this tics' weekly index of 900 commodbut as separate programs, the corn- nations of the world.
pickers still neeeded to harvest
meeting. Mrs. Hubert Parker, pres- ities was 1.6 per cent higher than
He
asked
that
each
member conITIISS1011 said.
this year's crop.
four weeks ago and 11.4 per cent
ident. announced.
tribute
as
much
as possible to the
Next season's program for the
"Congress could.resolve .UMT and
Growers this year are paying
higher than the same time last
Foundation in order that .its work
CHICAGO, April 30. (UP)—A
pickers $1.20 per crate of 24 quart
•West leentucky Symphony Orcht-s- the draft as parallel programs," could be carried on
year.
federal
mediator
announced
the
today
legion said. "if it would quit
BUSY MOTHER FINDS. TIME
boxes.
tra will be planned at a meeting of
Most experts feel that the steam
playing politics with national deafter his third meeting with prinTO BE STUDENT. TOO
The strawberry season here only
behind rising prices will be generofficers and patrons of the West fense, and trying to
escape a vote
CINCINNATI, 0. (UP)— Going
lasts two or three weeks. Foy said.
ated by the European recovery pro- cipals in the nationwide rail labor
Kentucky Symphony Society, to be on peacetime training."
,f to college, for most students, is a
so local residents are urged to
gram, new rearmament spending dispute that "both sides are sell
Under the "blend." teen-agers
fulltime job. Taking care of a
held next Monday night at Murray.
order the berries now they want
and the cut in income taxes. All unyielding at this point."
would be inducted into the regular
home. husband, and children is
for canning. He pointed out that
The meeting will be held in the
this will put more money into cirarmed forces along with otdier
Chairman Frank Douglass of the
usually a full-time career, too.
last year many people here failed
culation.
offire of Prof. Price Doyle at Mur- draftees and would serve one full
nation railway mediation board
Mrs. Sylvia Hirschfeld of Cinto get any strawberries before it
raes.C.ollege, at 8 o'clock
year in uniform. The original UMT
But there are some experts who emerged from a morning session
cinnati not only fills the homeThe 'First Saitt3st Church If
was too late. They were waiting
Patrons in paducah, Mayfield and plan called for only six months of
maker's role to perfection but is think there is a chance that prices with representatives . cof the rail- Woodville, Texas, will celebrate
for the price of the berries to
contributed funds to actual military training. That time
enrolled in two universities more will 'stay 'about where they are and roads and outlined briefly his ef- the first anniversary of its pastor, Murray who
come. down.
perhaps dip.
The annual party for the. Ilittrforts to avert a nationwide rail Rev. L. T Dasgel. with a homecom- the society are asked to attend the, would be spent in special camps to
than 100 miles apart.
Foy said that it is unlikely that
meeting,'
officers
which
be
at
will
be
set
up
throughout
Chairman
ray
the
Training
country.
Jesse
P.
School
Wolcott,
and
strike.
R.,
Murray
ing and pastorage dedication May
Mrs. Hirschfeld is a student of
the price of berries will be much
elected.
The
combination
High
School
Draft-UMT
Mhich.,
plan.
of
students
the
House
will
banking
he given lower, because the growers can
com'Child psychology in the University
The strike has been voted for 2.
now before the Senate armed ser- by the Murray Woman's Club at
of Cincinnati's Evening College mittee said recent price reductions May the 11 by three operating • Rev Daniel was formerly pastor
ship them to the large city marvices
committee,
was
the'
club
endorsed
house
in
Saturday night, kets during the entire season at
rethe steel and electrical manufac- rail brotherhoods, and mediators of
and a commuting candidate for
the Elm Grove IllaPtist Church.
luctantly
yesterday
May
I,
at
by
7:30 o'clock
President
the master's degree in social work turing industries may be the fore- have admitted that the only hops He took over the pastorate at Woodpractically the same price.
Truman as the best compromise he
runner of cuts all along the line.
As in the past the Woman's Club
at the University of Louisville.
of heading it off lies in their ef- ville after aompleting his education
could
get
out
of
congreas.
A check of the businessmen. gov- forts Spoksmen for" two of
will go all out for entertainment
the at the Southern Baptist Seminary
I nother congressional develop- which will include
ernment experts and economists-at- brotherhoods said In Cleveland in Louisville.
games, square
ments:
GIRAIN REVIEW
dances and singing. Music will be
large who attended
the
U. S. that they would not submit the
During the pastorate of Rev.
ATOMIC—Sen. Edwin C. John- provided by an orchestra.
CHICAGO, April 30. (UP, — Chamber of ...Commerce convention
Daniel in Woodville. the church has
dispute to arbitration.
son, D.. Colo., said the suggested
Grain futures dropped in price this week showed that six out of
The, party will begin witn group
taken in 200 new members, making
James
Ed
N.
in
Collie.
Sr
.
R.
VD.
Douglass
said
that
two-year
the
"big
difreappointment of
the
on the board of trade today un- nine who expressed an opinion exa total of approximately 700. The 2. Jean Lowe Ryan. 701 Poplar; and
fernces _at
this
atomic encry commissioners is "the singing conducted by Josiah Dartime revolve
der the impact of more rains in pect higher prices.
around the recommendation's made Sunday School has reached a Stan- James Bernard Whitrtell. South only way of avoiding a nasty fight." nell. music director at the Trainthe grain belt and retimiarn over
Most optimistic was Alan TemLOS ANGELES. April 30 UP)—
ing School. The students will draw
11th. Murray, are among the stu- Such a fight on the
by the emergency board" The dard of Excellence rating
.
Senate floor, he
a quick settlement of the rail- ple, vice president of the National
A basket lunch has been planned dents enrolled this semester at In- said.
partners for games and square Ellsworth (Sonny> Wisecarver.
board. a presidential fact-finding
"might reflect on the comroad strike.
City Bank of New York.. He said
by members of the congregation diana University. according to - the
whose boyish charms were irresistdancing.
The
square
dancing
will
mission."
agency, last month recommended
Wheat and corn, particularly the he saw nothing in the business situnext Sunday to be held on the lawn semester enrollment report issued
ible to some women. -was working
- RAILROAD STRIKE—Rep. Fred be conducted by Miss ,Pat Twiss
a 15 1-2 cent hourly wage increase.
close futures. led the decline after ation to "compel us to the contoday as a baby-sister.
of the pastor's new home after the by the Bloomington. Ind.. instituA. Hartley, R, N. J, said he will of the College physical education
brotherhoods asking 30 cents.
The
the market opened lower. The clusion 'that a renewed inflationary
Sonny said that in view of his
regular morning services
department.
tion.
The carriers have offered to
recommend that the railroad brothtrend was definateiy down al- upsurge is inevitable."
Rev. and Mts. Daniel have two
Miss Mayrell Johnson, president two elopments with women 10
The Hoosier state school is shown erhoods b. plated
accept elle recommendations. and
under
the
Taftthough a spurt of buying aided
children.
of the Woman's Club, has named years older than he it was the only
A daughter, Joan. is by the report to have a current enChairman Edwin G. Nourse of "both sides
Hartley law if they carry out their
remain unchanged."
. the market during the day.
completing her freshman year at rollment of 12,047 full-time stuthe following committee. Mrs. A. B. job he could get.
the President council of economic Douglass said. He
threatened strike May 11. Such a
twice
met
yesBaylor University at Waco, Texas. dents. Its semester will end June
"I haven't much of a future to
A brief buying rally, belied on advisers took the position — wellAustin. , Mrs. A. D. Butterworth.
move would enable The govern,
terday with brotherhood representA son. Gene Paul, is a sophomore in 9 and be followed by a summer
an increase in the supplemental buttressed with qualification — that
"Mrs. W. Z. Carter, Miss Margaret look forward to." he admitted,
ment to seek an injunction against
atives.
wasn't learninr the things I `should
the Kirby high school
April-June allocations, was short prospects for putting the brakes
session June 16 to Aug. 13
on
the walkout on grounds -of a na- Campbell, Mrs. Maurice Crass and
Douglass admitted earlier.that
Mrs
George Hart. Mrs. F. E. have been learning when I wat a
lived however.
inflation are "a little brighter."
tional emergency.
he saw no more hope of arbitraCrawford heads the refreshment kid.'
On the other side were such fig- tion at present.
DISPLACED PESONS— LegislaThe junior high school Lothatio
committee, and Mrs A. 0. Woods
ures as:
tion to admit European diaplaeed
was 14 when he eloped just four
is in charge of decorations.
Leo Cherne, executive secretary
persons to the US. was riven a
Present indications are that the years ago with Mrs Elaine Monof the research institute of Ameri"fair" chance of passage by its
girls will attend in their party fredi, 21 and mother of two:
ca
He
supporters.
said
prices will go up. and
• MORE RAIN PREDICTED
The House judiciary
"Sonny is the perfect husband,"
dresses, and many are coining in
the only reason for the boom is the
committee yesterday approved a
numbers together instead of with Mrs. Monfredi cooed before the
bill
that would permit 200.000 DP's
KENTUCKY; Fair and a little "shower of government checks."
marriage
was annulled.
"His
dates.
NEW YORK, April 30 (UP)—The Communist party made clear today to enter this country in
warmer today some cloudiness and
Earl 0 Shreve, the re-elected
two years_
kisses make my heart stand still."
it
was
prepared
to go underground if the Mundt Bill for controlling SA.. The corresponding Senat committee
not so cool West portion tonight. president of the Chamber. said "the
A year and a half later Sonny
alftady has okayed a measure callversive activities is passed by Congress.
Saturday considerable cloudiness threat of inflation still shadows our
and Mrs. Eleanor Deveny. 25. also
and warmer with showers.
arbara Jo Walker mother of two, went out to get a
hopes for stability and prosperity."
William Z Boater. the Communist party chairman, said the party ing for admission of 100.000 DP's in
has decided to defy any such law by refusing to register with the Justice two years. And one senator plans
hamburger and were gone four
Reverend Braxton B
Sawyer
to introduce an amendment bringday6!"
'
- ----- —
will brine his duties' as pastor Department as the legislation provides.
ing the quota in line with the
"Sonny is more of a man at 16
The Communists, Faster said, "will fight to the last ditch against House bill
of the First Baptist Church of
than most men at 3." Mrs. Deveny
Murray. to a close by conducting sueh a Fascist blacklist and will defend democracy by refusing to
ON CALL—ehairman Jesse P.
announced. "He is a continuous
bcith services Sunday morn!ng register."
Wolcott, R.. Mich.. of the House
MEMPHIS; Tenn., April 30 UP) lover "
and Sunday night, May 2.
banking committee said congress --Lois Welsh. 20 year
ofd brownHe will speak at 2:30 at the new
probably
will
remain on call eyed brunet
was crowned Miss
Baptist Student Center Building
throughout the summer And fall Memphis of 1948 today by
last L
e
At 8:15 on the nights of Tues- Buchanan: and Joe Thurman. a near the college campus.
in ease of an ecenomic emergency. year's winner—Barbara
Jo Welker
JERUSALEM.'April 30 (UPI—Jerusalem awoke in a blaze of heavy He said GOP
day and Wednesday. May 4 ;rid Police Man
The other churches of Murray
leaders plan to leave who later won the Miss America of
5. the auditordin of Murray High
Key witnesses who appear are: will dismiss their Sunday night battle today after a night marked by the steady chatter of machine gun the way open to recall the
legisla- 1947 title.
School will be the scene of a' Harry Smith. a policeman; James services, and will attend the ser- fire and the roar of mortars
tors if an economic crisis should de- • A Memphis Stine
college student! The regulal? meeting ,f the Lynn
dramatic murder trial, as the Klapp. a private investigator; John vice at the First Baptist Church
The battle for Jerusalem was renewed as British, Arabs and Jews Velop. They
have no intention. like Barbara Jo. Lois was selected!Grove Camp 156.
WOW.. will be
Junior and Senior classes prese
Downs. a gangster; Joe Blalock. to hear Reverend Sawyer deliver met to determine the fate
Wolcott
said,
of giving the adminis- last night from a' field of 13 final-1 held in the
of Jaffa, where the guns were quieted by a
WOW hall Tuesday
a Broadway hit entitled. "NigIht' a Medical Examiner; and Hazel Sawyer deliver his last manage as
tration
a
free
hand to deal with ists to represent Memphis at At- night, May 4, at
17-hour truce.
8 p.m
of January 16th" According to Mr. Rushing, a handwriting expert.
economic matters.
pastor of the First Baptist Church
Congressional lantic City, N. J., next September.
All Woodmen are invited,
British mortars went into action in Jerusalem at dawn to break up
Harry Hendren. director, the final
Murray patrons will comprise of, Murray
leaders ares talking - of adjourning
a strong Jewish attack from the Montettore quarter against Zion Hill, in time for
touches are being added to make the jury who will actually try
the Republican national
an Arab stronghold dotted with minarets.
this presentation one that Murray The case and pass judgment from
convention in June,
audiences will long remember.
Talk of a truce was Inst in the din of battle.
BRASS HATS—Rep. Robert i
the testimony which they will
Saralee Sammons will play the hear for the first time on the night
The first big victory went to the Jews when after a night of bloody Twyman, R, III., said President
part of the defendent, with Ronald of the play. As the audience comes
fighting for the Katamon area of southwest Palestine the Arabs at mid- Truman is setting a "dangerous"
Churchill. Jr. acting as her law- into the auditorium before the
precedent in appointing so many
day sued for a truce.
military men to high government .
yer. William McElraith will play play, each person will be asked
posts. He said the practice could.
the role of defense attorney. and if he would like to serve on the
The junior class at Lynn Grove
lead to "serious
The cast of characters includes:
Billy Jo Crass will act as judge jury. The names of people who
consequences."
The -diplomatic service was singled high school tonight presents "PigHilda Jo McCamish, Gerald Dunfor the trial. Ruby Atkins portrays volunteer will be sent backstage
ROME, April 30 (1.10)—The Authoritative newspaper II Miessaggero out for special - criticism by Twy- tails." described as a "new bang- naway, Earl Spann. Larue Jones,
the widow of the victim. with and twelve of the names will be
Elwojd Gordon, lawyer and farmusical
comedy
which is Annette Butterworth, Dulcie Miller,
man who noted that Secretary of up
Thomas Ed Adams her wealthy drawn by the Clerk. The jury
mer of Benton. Ky and candidate said today that an unidenttfied plane has been parachuting men, arms
State George C Marshall and sev- thoroughly modern in theme and J. D. Howard, Annie Jean Jones.
father Bill Cain and Nettie Lou will then be called on the stage
for Urjted States Representative and ammunition to Italian partisan units in the "Red Emilia- region
eral ambassadors are retired mili- detail."
Glynn Resters, Lila Myers. Wanda
Culver assumes the character roles and sworn in by the Judge. Each
will speak in Murray and Hazel on mountains of northern Italy.
In honor of Mother's Day .this Lamb, Bettye Wilkins
tary officers
of two Swedish people and Grace person serving
on the jury will be Saturday, it was ennqunced today.
The newspaper said the Croat partisan radio station in Yugoslavia
production is being dedicated to the
Property managers end ushets
Williams appears u a Negro maid. refunded the price of his ticket.
Gordon will speak in Hazel at
mothers of the junior class and of are: Doris Enoch. Bobby Wilson,
The court's business is taken care A different jury will be drawn for 1:00 p.m and in Murray at 2:30 had broadcast "receipt" of a special metiage from Italian Communist
Lynn Grove community
boss Palmiro Togliatti to Marshal Tito "asking his support for a ComAppro- Billy Paul Howard, Billy Gene
of by the Clerk, Pat Sykes, Bail- each performance.
p.m.
priate music for this occasion will Coleman.
iff. Phil Crawford; Secretaries MilTickets are now on sale and may
He will speak in behalf of his munist enterprise."
be an added feature
A film comedy will be showh at
dred Stinker and W,ends Trevat- be secured from any member of candidacy for the Democratic nomiMassaggero said th4 "enterprise" referred to was a guet4illa -UnderSunday. May 2--Almo Heights
Curtain time has been set for 7:30 p.m. for the benefit of thaw
ban; and Prison Matron, Peggy the Junior or Senior class.
taking in Italy similar to that in Greece..
nation in the August Primary.
plays Marion at Almo, at 2:30
8.00 p.m.
who come early.

No Hope For Arbitration
Seen In Rail Dispute

WET KENTUCKY
SYMPHONY SOCIETY
TO MEET MONDAY

FORMER BAPTIST
PASTOR TO BE
HONORED SUNDAY

WOMANS CLUB TO
ENTERTAIN TEEN
AGERS SATURDAY

Three Students
From Murray At
Indiana University

Try, Try Again

REV SAWYER TO
PREACH FINAL
SERMON SUN. NITE

a

Young Lotharto
.
Only Qualified
For Baby Sitting

International Situation in Brief
Reds Will Go Underground Says Leader

B
Crowns Successor,
"Miss Memphis"

Final Rehearsal Near
For High School Trial

Heavy Battle Rages In Jerusalem

ynn Grove WOW
To Meet Tuesday

Lynn GroveHigh School
Presents `Pi ails'

ELWOOD GORDON TO
SPEAK IN MURRAY
AND HAZEL SAT
Communists Starting Guerrilla Tactics In Italy

Baseball Games
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readers.

a our

sportsmen will become more con- out. Once you shoot an animal,
cei fled with the "purely recreatiOn- you caul, "throw him back" jet
to shoot.
al aspects" of the forests. and _less .some tune else
• If forests and streams should,
with tilling game
where they ,T.•
"In the past. we were meat hunk to the point
-crowded" ty sportsmen. Switt
Last year 4.650,000 persons hunt- erg." he said. "We wanted to kill
figure's the trend may reverie rtied the 152 nitiatUtl forests Or fished -game for food and we wanted to
•
self to some extent..._.
as
prow-ess
cicinonstrate
our
their lakes and streams. That com"Many spoitsmen would givi kip
hunters.
pares with the pre-war high of
;ma start going to football games •
Hunters Choosy
3,540.000 in 1941
This year an
movies instead --- or maybe
veteran and
even bigger turnout is expected
"But nowadays many
they'd take up poker playing a, 4
hunters won't shoot at run-of-mill
Increase Declines
substitute," he said,
- As recently as seven or eight deer. Unless they can get a prize
years ago the supply of game was specimen, they're content just •••
doubling every 10 years. Now the get a kick out of looking at v.
rate of increase has declined to game. Met of them .are carryon..
about one-third of that. The limi- cameras.'
The problem is mere easily -solvtation of the land is beginning to
show up. Some forests are fully ed when it comes to fishing. Mans ,
fishermen fish only for the. sport
stocked: a few are overstocked.
they catch.
"The cely answer is to make and throw back the fish
national
better aise of'what we have." Skirt In some areas in the
forests. state laws prohibit "removsaid.
Specializing in Lawn
al" of fish that are caught.
He hopes for changes in state
"That way the same fish can get
Mower Sharpening
game laws to reduce the "bag lim- caught many times in one season."
Gradually, Swift believes. Swift said
it."
North Fourth
But the system volin't work when
It comes to hunting. Swift pointed

WASHINGTON itIP)-Forest,ofhelots fear'that the national I./Vests
d re
becoming overstocked with
hunters.
If the boom in hunting and fishing continues ateXpected, they piedid t the supply of game in many
areas soon wilt be too small to meet
the demand.
Lloyd W. Swift. chief of wild life
management for the forest service
says the total supply of game animals in national forests still is increasing. But for the first time in
many years, the rate at which
sportsmen are taking game from
the forests is inereasing faster than
the rate of increase in game animals.

HENDON
Welding and
Machine Shop

Triplets,80,Still Confusing Folks

Friday Afternoon, April 30, 1948

War On Pests When Spring House Cleaning •
Starts Is Directed By Dept. Of Agriculture

MARLBORO, Mass. (UP)--Faith,
Hope and Charity confuse people
as much todgy as they did when
they acre walking off with blue
ribbons in baby shows in horse
and buggy days
Einty - year-old triplets Mrs.
Annie Faith MacDonell. Mrs. Ellen
Hope Daniels and Mrs. Nora Chants Murphy .all windows, are hard
to tell apart.
"The only time we
-Kad
any identity," Mrs. Daniels Said.
"was when we were married
As
children we were frequently punished for eaoh other's mischief at
school and now that we're reunited we're hardened to folks staring
at us.
"When we were girls a young
man once invited me to a ball. The
next day he met Faith and, mistaking her for me confirmed the
date. Faith accepted. Two days
later he met Charity and went

By li tRMON W. NICHOLS
am an American. A Free American.
ing. of the DDT,
United Press Staff Correspondent
A little off the subject, but still
c
free to speak- without fear
about pests., I made up my mind
WASHINGTON. April 30. ,UP,
I wasn't going .o bare anybody
efree to worship my own.
-This is the season of the year
anymore about the starling busisU men love
ness But Mrs._ Lorraine Hainer of
Srec to slam] for whai I think risk'
Ilk house • cleaning time While
Sheboygan. Wis. has an idea.
,
pop sits there beating his fingers
cfree to oppose whet l_belieue
She writes -that she and .her
_ _to: te knitektes _aver a' hot adding
have succeeded
where
•niaelaille or typewriter. he, baths • hubby
ree to cheese those who toverntny courdry
in k measure,of comfort He knows' science has failed . in the control
that . mama is earning hei, keep of this all weather pest. They .ig'ikiS keritage pledge to uphold
Shin running around the cottage ged up a feeding trough for birds
puktping a flint gun digging into outside their bedroom *inclose.
efor nlyself and all rnanitirul.
the • corners of the closets I and Around the, edge the Hainers placotherwise fixing to make summer ed live wires, with a curd leading
inside' '
more bearable.
Which brings u.S. more to the • Friendly birds would come and
' eat their fill .But when the starpo.nt
The season for cleaning is the, lings dropped ia for a meal. Mr
tune for declaring war on pests. Heiner would pull a switch and
And mama s best friend. outs:de five the black mischief maker a
of her old man who fetches horns' .'hut loot-or hot seat, according to
the bacon and what's left of the where he happened to be sitting.
The starlings cought on quick.
pay' check. is the Departmentsof
and in
Aattulture.
way the Hainers are a
Chat Anderson. the secretary uure sorry. It was a lot of fun
of agriculture, and his boys_ not , while it tatted
only will tell you for free ,and
pay the postage, which end of the
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onion sets to stick in the ground. I
eicamination has been anAn
tut also how to control pests .
It has, of now issued sprina nounced- by the Board of U S Civil
pamphlets or. aibout every- insert Service Examiners. L' $ Penitenof a cantankerous nature a body tiary Terre Haute. Indiana. for the
position of Correct:tonal Officer
can'dunk of, from bed bug to
With %data at the rate of 82914 94
cloth hungry moth
hatidently. Clint int' his lads- per annum 'Employment win ,,be
beet.. come up aith some facts at the following installation; of the
'about moths you might not know. Bureau of 'Prisons:
U S Penitentiary Terre Haute.
For- instance, grown up moths
Federal
Reformatory.
doe) go around, chewing vests': Indiana.
sweaters and evening gowns They Chillit.othe. Ohio. and Federal Corleave the -eating business to little rectional Institution. Ashland. Kenmoths. That doesn't mean. the Do' tucky.
taparamul
and
warn:wat
thatn yn
oy
uing
shoul
mdn
ah
't• 'Nettiet information.and OPPhration forms may be secured from the
off
Local SecrelarY. Mr.
The iegend that moths never fly
until after they've laid all their Valentine located at Post Office
ANNOUNCING RES(Il.TSBuilding. Murray. freer. any firsteggs is not true.
From his office In Vlmlnale
second-time
post
from
office..
But more important. how does a
Palace, Rome, Premier
housewife control moths' The De- the Executive Secretary hoard of
Aicide De Gasperl tells the
U
S.
Civil,
Service
Exarnsrerr,
U.
partment hats the answer to that
Rattan people of the Chrisone; to In leaflet No 145 it sass S Penitentiary. Terre ligiute.
tian Democratic (Catholic)
, or. from the Director. Sixth U. S
that all depends on the circuitsparty's success in the recent
stailces If inc house is really full Civil Service Region 1! S Post
NEW LOOK /N GRID -RIGS -Not to be outdone by the gi,,
elections. He said party's
• inotAs. the; thing to do is call (Office and Courthouse,,Cincinnati.
the
University
of
Missouri backfleiri has adopted a New Lim,
I
_
first action will be to pass
the-furnigator, and beg his pardon Ohio. '
In uniforms Chester Fritz tackle models the outfit._ Hein
legislation crippling the
pledge. for letting things get out
are going up not down -satin pants end about three inct
Communist power to stage
of hand.
...a171111
above the knee and have the usual amount of paddi,
It the menace is nut qa:ie that
political strikes.
.
picfs
Individual
protect
'the knees Ann Coach Don Faui•
bad; the Itsparfitient -advises
.i•.,
sa• a hare Tit
tact. sprays. available at mos'
tt 1 of,f,V le on ,t
ePeo.ceopccret- Guy. Shy Guy's trainer, Jack Hodstores, Most of 'em have solutions
Only you can
gins, said, however, that he would
hieh contain the enemy of bog.
recommend to owner Charles FishDDT,. S. me only
in .s ma I
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er that the horse no be entered.
amOunts In these mostly. you has.
FOREST FIRES!
to score a direct hit on the moth
to shoot torn dead Some, trough
vre"'
with higher contents of DDT are
By LEO H. PETERSEN .
'hint a three year old in the counbetter if applied to -clotting and
United Press Sports Writer
try that belongs on the same track
furniture in generous amounts it
with citation
LOUISVILLE.
'Ks.
Apra
29
makes it dangerous for insests
HEATING
STOKERS
Plain Ben still thinks Citation
AUP.-A-•-stable
mate
came
up
go nosaig around after the shoottoday to ctaltertge--the hottest bet- will get the blanket of roses SatSHEET METAL
ung favorite a Kenteteity Derby urday. but now ;he feels that he
will have a battle to do it
has ever had.
GUTTERING
"I never thought there was arty.
4
.74Pr.
All prini,there hasn't been any- I
thing that could catch Citation.
I.JGHTS
SKY
thing around that looked like
starlBut after what Coaltown did yes-.
a challanger ...jo Calumet's
OIL BURNERS
terdey. • Ini beginning to believe
three-year-old citation and the beti that he might be able to do it"
ting situation became such that a I
COOLING
Coaltown_ with hi, Derby' Joelot of bookmakers took the bay
si
kexy.l
fia ewbold
niw in_L
PIt
ierlo
z
nup.puwie
leci
nt
colt off the wagering lists.
and
-,I But there were -indications -to- up a mile in 1:41.
.
-.- daa"hat the titna;lon Ma V change
'The track was 'gory deep- Jones.
Maple Street
before -0-90 p tri EDT Saturday explained ,-So his time
of 1:12 2-5
-post time for the 74th annual Ihis like 1:10 2-5 any place
else
Murray
, running of -the • Derby-because oft
Coaltown is ready to run now."
se,ther
Calumet
Sseedster.
Coat•
Louisville bookmakers took the _
i
hint and were laying $5 against a
Caaltowe. whirl never ran as bettor's $6 that the Calumet antry ,
4 a two year old because of a breath- would run one-two.-- !ing ailment, has been .picking up
There was some suport for Bilsuppoit gradually since his record- lings and the chances were that
breaking ,win the Blue Grass he would go to the post "second
stakes at Keerelatid list Friday. It choice to the Calumet stars
stAl ,was mushrooming today be- .. Only three other horses in adcause of a sensational early morn- dition to Citation. Coaltown 'and
ing workout yesterday.
Billings are sure bets to start.
It was such -a good one that They are. Escadru, My Request. There's a special opporaunity
even Hen Jones. who Will be listed the Wood Memorial Winner. and open to'any Veteran of any of
in- the Derby records as the train- Grandpere.
the Armed Forces who held one
er la( both the Calumet stars,, war
There were two penbables in Of certain military occupational
ered a little in what otherwise the field-Galedo. which will go•
specialties.
has been hi,
that there if the track is muddy and Shy
Its
You can enlist in the ArtelY•
tnelliy in your former specialty.
•••
You'll be doing the type of work
you know And your former service will count toward winning
for you a grade as high as Technical Sergeant.
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through the same procesi.
"The night of the ball." she recalled with a smile, "all three of
us were busy dressing for our
date. We wouldn't tell each other
the name of our beau. It was distressing when he called and all
three of us tripped down stairs to
meet nim."
"I•ie was a resourceful young
man." Mrs. Murphy said. "After he
recovered from
the shock
h
rounded up two more eacorts and
off we went. All during the ball we
girls switched our partners and
the boys never suspected it."
The white-haired, bespectacled
triplets won several baby show
prizes, including a state-wide contest held at Boston's Mechanics
Building. They call each other by
their middle names-Faith, Hope
and Charity.

PEANUT,'JOHN and ARTHER

MAPLE STREET AUTO REPAIR
has the latest equipment for Reboring Blocks, Reconditioning
Motors. Refacing and Resealing Valves; also Honing Bushings
.
_
fee Pistons. Rods or anything for Cars. Trucks or Tr2.etors. All
Precision Fitted.

. ALL WORK
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Direct Route Kentucky to
Fastest Time-Thru Buses

Murray Bus Terminal

Paducah Bus Terminal

Phone 456

Phone 604
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20 DEGREES COOLER
HAVE A COOL HOUSE:DAY -and
INSULATE WITT!

in

NIGHT

Stal

INSUL - WOOL

SA

(Bonded Guaranteo)

HOLMAN INSULATION CO.
314 So, 6th St.
Free Estimates

PANORA!' KV.

Phone 5913
I. one, t

MISS TRIESTE, 1943 — The
Free Territory of Trieste
took time out from its
political activities to elect
Miss Trieste of- 1948-Miss
Bruna Botteghelli, The
Italian Youth Assn. sponsored the contest, and she
was chosen by a jury of
Trieste artists, sculptors
journalists and fafhion
designers

S'.
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GOVT. ASSAULT
BOATS FOR
SALE

s25 to $35
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SHRIIAT

BilOTIERS

ELWOOD GORDON,lawyer and farmer of Benton, Kentucky, and candidate
for
Units -States Representative

First Congressional District
WILL SPEAK

SATURDAY--MAY 1
•

HAZEL

1:00 P. M.

MURRAY

2:30 P. M.

CAREERS WITH A FUT URE

U.S. Army and
U. S. Air Force

CITY HALL
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday

•

from

ever been. _ It's good, steady
work. And it's a job that's IMPORTANT to your country.
Find out the grade YOU are
eligible for at your Lt. S. Arthy
and U. S. Air Force 'Recruiting
Station.

Army pay is the highest it has

Ledger 84 Times

Shortest Route

All Seats Reserved -Radio for Your Fileasure - Pillow service
Daily Schedule - Lv. Murray 11:00 am. Ar Detroit 5:45 a.m.
Fare $16.115, without tax - Make Seat Reservations Early

our skill can win a grade for you
in le U.S. Army

RUBBER STAMPS

—

Michigan

For Information Call

'VETERANS!
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his candidacy for the Democratic
nomination in the August Primary
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Coaltown Gives Good Showing In Run
Yesterday To Challenge Citation
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ON THE Eut•CCTIONAL FRONT -Mrs Louis Thurstone.
wife of Prof Thurstone orate University of Chicago, visits
Ursula Draeger, 23-year-old student, in her room at Frankfurt-on-Maine University In Germany Seven faculty members of the University of Chicago are guest teachers at
Frankfurt for the Summer term
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Too Many Hunters Haunt Woods,
Federal Forest Officials Complain
By Villol
s CUNT • BURKE
United Fittiii-StatairitMpoodent

I

Entered Si the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
Second Class Matter
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three-run homer against the Red
New York Yanks Sox.
got credit yesterday for'his
Riding Four-Game fitstPagevictory
of the campaign by
pitching hitless ball for four innWinning Streak
ings, but Manager Harris can tell
By CARL LUNDQUIST
United Press Sports Writer

NEW YORK. April:30 (UP1—No
one talks much about the Won.l
Champion New York Yankees these
days, but thanks to a couple of pros
named Joe, they'rd doing very nicely, folks.
Today they rode a four-game
winning streak and from their second place position in the standings
seemed ready to challenge the still
unbeaten Cleveland Indians. all because Joe DiMaggio and Joe Page
lire back le the groove that led the
Yankees to the 1947 pennant and
world title.
DiMaggio. when) Manager Bucky
Harris affectionately and appropriately calls "The Big Guy," broke
up a 10-inning. 5 to 4, ball game
with the Senators at Yankee Stadium yesterday, hitting a long fly
with the bases loaded to send home
Bobby Brown, There's nothing
new about that. It isn't always-a
spectacular hit, but in one way or
another Big Joe usually delivers.
In the eight games the Yankees
have played thus far he has gotten
at least one hit in each and leads
the club in runs driven in with
b seven. Last Sunday in a similarly
climatic situation he smashed a
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Too Few

Green Leaves

Chief Lack in

U.S. Diet

you that. there are at least two other
games that the Yankees wouldn't
have won, had he not come to the
rescue. It was his fourth relief
appearance in five games and in
each be has been brilliant. Nntil
DiMaggio broke it up In the 10th
homers by George McQuinn., Charley Keller. and Larry Berra kept
the Yankees in the ball game.
The incredible Indians, still 148
games short of a perfect season,
nevertheless breezed to victory
number six
behind
the steady
pitching of Bob Lemon, who scattered eight hits in a 5 to 2 triumph
over the Browns at St. Louis. It
was Lemon's second win and he
was ably supported by Manager
Lou Boudreau who got a homer,
double and two singles and bitted
in three runs, Les MOSS hit a St.
Louis homer.

Home runs also paid. off for the
Red Sox with Ted Williams,. Sam
Mele, Joe Dobson, and Murrell
Jones hitting for the route in an
11 to 5 triumph over the Athletics
at Philadelphia. Dobson, after two
defeats, chalked up victory number
one: but he couldn't get Elmer
Valo out. Valo got four hits including a double and a homer and
Buddy Rosar also homered for the
As.
The White Sox handf
ed the Tigers
their sixth defeat in seven games,
5 to 4 at Detroit
Floyd Baker
tripled and came home on an error with the marginal run in the
seventh after which Ike Pearson
kseea
protected- the -titeTrain with scoreless relief pitching. George Vico
. VARSITY THEATRE
hit his fourth homer of the cam"The Thief of Bagdad"
paign for Detroit and Aaron Rob(1 Hr. 38 Min.)
inson gut a round tripper for ChicaFeature Starts: 1:12-3110-5:08-7:08- go.
The Reds topped the Cards, 5 to
D:04.
4 in the 14.1h at Cincinnati when
CAPITOL THEATRE
rookie Hank Sauer, who had tied
"Law of the Lash" (54 Min.)
'the score with a homer in the
Feature Starts: I:00-2:24-3:53-5:22eighth, broke up the game with a
5:51-8:20-9:49.
run-scoring single. It was Sauer's
fifth homer, giving him the National League lead. All four Cardinal runs were driven in by Stan
Musial, who hit a homer and two
singles. The defeat was charged
to Ted Wilks, his first since 1945.
Watts, a relief artist, had won 12
straight games since his last loss
The Dodgers made 20 hits in a 17
to 7 rout of the Giants which ended
a three-game
Brooklyn
losing
streak and a six game New York
in Technicolor
victory. string. Preston Ward hit a
Starring SABU
srand slam homer and Pete Reiser
gut a three run homer and two run
triple. Johnny Mize, with a three
run homer, and pinch-hitter Bobby
Thomson, who homered with none
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NIGHT
Is A Murder Trial...
Without a'pre-arranged verdict. The jurors are
OF
selected from the audience. They witness the play
as real jurors from the jury box on stage and bring
in their own verdict at the end of the last act. Two
JANUARY short
endings are written for the play . . . to be
used according to their verdict. WHICH IS YOUR
16th
VERDICT?
At MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL
May 4th and 5th — 8:15 P. M.— 35c - 50c
Cut only tender tips of New Zealand spinach to use for greens.
REMEMBER HIM? — Charles "Seventh Heaven" Farrell,
nwner of the Racquet Club in Palm Springs, has been elected
- Mayor of the town by a unanimous vote of the City Council.
Farrell, who was elected to the Council two years ago, Succeeds Clarence Hyde. recently retired as Mayor.

Citation Expected To Make Kentucky
Derby One-Horse Race Tomrorow
By LEO H. PETERSEN
United Press Sports Editor

at Churchill Downs.
As if those age-old turf handicaps were not enough to overc e,
--April 30.
-- LOUISVILLE,
there also were other prece ents
(UP)—They were due to drop a working
against
the
Calumet
little- white slip in an old battered Farms' No. 1 three-year-old.
brown box in the entry room of
He won the Flamingo at HialChurchill Downs today that could
eah this spring and only one horse
well make Kentucky Derby his- in
the 74-year-old history of the
tory.
Derby ha* been able to come north
It will be headed Citation and and add Col. Mitt Winn's specialty
below that thoroughbred's name to his laurels. That was Lawrin,
will be these nbtations:
trained by Ben and ridden by Ed_
"Owner—Calumet Firms, War, in.. 1938.
ren D. Wright.
Should Citation come through
"Trainer—Benjamin Jones.
it would be No 4 for both big Ben
."Jockey—Edward Aracaro."
and little Eddie. It would gl-Ve
It- all added Up. in the minds
Arcaro the leading Derby-winning
of most turf people, to the 74th
jockey honors of alo.ltime. He
annual running of the Kentucky
tied at three right hOw with Earl
Derby tomorrow. Citation figured
Sande and Isaac Murphy.
to make a one-horse race and
It would put Jones in the same
blast in his patch all the jinxes
Derby class with H. J. (Derby Dick)
which have overtaken
Thonspion. but Ben would 'come
horse.
And at this time things seemed out of it with the edge in honors.
Dick's fourth
to point the way to breaking prp- For when Derby
cedents, even though there ta,re a winner, Brokers Tip, hit the fire
lot of them to break—).o make first back in 1933 he wasn't up to
the job of saddling the conqueror
good:
personally. He was ill.
For instance:
That also brings up another feat
No jockey !atever won the
es but hawk-nosed that Calumet. Wright, and Jones
Derby four
Arcaro, ,,c)‹e of the greatest, if are shooting for—the fourth onenot tke.- greatest. money jocks of two finishers in this biggest race
in America.
all,'time. is out after the mark.
In the 73 Derbies which have
And old plain Ben, who aatually
gave up training two years ago, been run, only the stables of the
is' listed as trainer not only for late E. R. Bradley and J L. K.
Citation, but for las slablernate. Ross ever have been able to come
Coaltown, as well, in a bid—possi- up with the No one and two finRoss did it back in 1919
bly his last—to tie an all-time ishers
when Sir Barton won and Billy
trainer Derby winning record.
second. Bradley did it in
But those are personality jinxes. Kelly was
1921 with Behave Yourself and
Here are some that the horse himBack Servant and repeated in 1928
self has to overcome:
with Bubbling Over and BagenbagCitation won the Derby trial
gage.
arid no horse who ever took down
Although it hasn't been a comthat first-place money ever went
mon practice, the betting is that
on to win the Derby.
it's going to happen again tomorCitation also won the Belmont
row, for there didn't appear to be
Futurity. and no victor in that
anything in sight to challenge that
handicap ever has gone on to click
Calument combination!
Only the names of My Request,
Bruce Edabase, led the Giants
Billings. Escadru and Grandpere
wards got four of the Dodger hits. were scheduled to be droped in
Harry Walker's three-run inside- that entry box along with Citation
the-park homer which followed a and Coaltown. The owners
have
pair of singles. ruined pitcher Johnuntil 12:30 p.m. (E.D.T.) to put
at
comeback
,pitching
Beazleyes
ny
up the $1,000 starting fee but it
Boston as the Phil, topped the
looked like that the formidable
trying
to
Bear.14.
to
2.
Braves, 4
team of Citation and Coaltown
given
trouble,
had
overcome army
was going to scare them all off
up only three hits until the eighth.
except those four There is, of
One of them was a homer by Dick
Sisler.
Elmer Riddle, a pitcher who did
FOR A WORLD OF
come back, scored his second
SERVICE
straight success after four seasons
of chronic arm trouble, hurling
Atlas Tires, Tubes, Batteries.
the Pirates to a seven-hit. 4 to 2
Complete ONE-STOP Service
victory over the cubs at Chicago.
Frankie Gustine hit a double and
STANDARD OIL Products
two singles to lead the Pirates' 10hit attack.
YESTERDAY'S STAR — Hank
Sauer of the Reds who hit an eighth
inning homer to tie the score,
then delivered a game wibrihst 140 MAIM
Phone 404
single in the 14th to tnp the Cardinals, 5 to 4.
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WE HAVE IN STOCK

Nutritionists continue to chorus: earliest crops, it will be ready to cut
"Eat more green, leafy foods." The in a month, and new leaves will grow
average diet, they insist, is deficient to replace those that are cut. Chard
in these vitamin and mineral-rich has a distinctive flavor which many
vegetables.
prefer to spinach, and children usuAn abundant supply all summer ally like it better.
long can be grown in the home garden,
The mustard family provides several
by sowing Swiss chard and New varieties
of greens. One known as
Zealand spinach, which quickly reach Tendergreen
will produce edible leaves
usable size, and continue to produce in 21
days from sowing, and if the
new leaves until freezing weather
roots are left undisturbed will prokills them.
duce eight or nine crops in the season.
Both should be sown as soon as All the
mustards are quick growing,
the garden is prepared. While New and
are much esteemed in the southZealand spinach is a tropical plant, ern
states.
, _
its seeds germinate best in the cool
Garden sorrel is
hardy'perennial,
weather of early spring; and germination is often difficult if sown when which will live over winter and produce greens. It does best in light
she ground warms up.
Whether you sow one or bctth of shade.
Yale is a fall and winter plant,
these excellent greens, remember that
they produce abundantly and are sown in June, the plants set out in
easily overplanted.
• rows two feet apart, they will produce
One plant of New Zealand spinach leaves which stand freezing, and are
would fill a bushel basket, but only improved in flavor by that experience.
the tender tips of its many branches Collards are a member of the cabbage
should be cut. These are quickly re- family which do not make heads, but
leaves with cabbage flavor.
placed by new growth.
Swiss chard should be used when
All these greens are rich in minerals
the leaves are young, not over ten and vitamins. and are valuable in the
tiches in height. SONY!) with th, diet.

_ _RADIATORS AND CORES
For all popular makes amid model cars. Let us clean
and repair your old radiator. We also do general
auto repair work.

PIERCES

course, the possibility that some
turfman with more money than
sense will enter his three-year-old
Hello everybody! I hope you
for the publicity involved, but the
are feeling fine.
chances were against it.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Walker are the
proud parents of a baby boy Thomas Jerry.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dick McNutt
visited Mr. and Mrs. Pete Self and
family last Sunday afternoon.

Crooked Hill News

Not everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to The Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it.

Mrs. Mary
Wicker and two
daughters and Mrs. Gladys Outland
vis)ted Mrs. Bytha Self and daugh-

GARAGE

And Radiator Service

East Wood St.

PARIS, TEN N.

Phone 206

STRAWBERRY SEASON IS HERE
AGAIN
Home Locker Owners
GET YOUR SUPPLIES NOW

Locker Patrons and

WE ALSO CARRY:

WE HAVE:
Cartons, all sizes

"Honor Brand" Frozen Foods

Celophane Bags, all sizes

Swift's Ice Cream

Carton Fillers

Sliced Cat Fish

eetose Syrup

Steak

and other needed supplies

GIBSON

and Shrimp

FROZEN

FOOD

LOCKER
Phone 43

North Third Street

Porter Motor Company
Can Give You

FASTER
And

BETTER SERVICE

On

Body-Repair, Paint Work and-Welding of All Kindsi

N EW ATLAS
WIDER, SAFER,
SETTER

HANGMEN
"

RESENTS-.,DEAD CATS.
GAHANNA 0. ,,(UP)—Richard W.
afternoon.
Little Clara Pete Self has a big Fleming filed a ,charge of illegal
disposal of anfmals against Albin
time playing with her 'little colt.
Riedelbach after two dead cats
She said she surely did miss her were thrown against' me Fleming
sister's two children. Eva Nell and
Troy Scott, Jr., • who stayed with
her last winter. They recently reJames Fehr and Charles Schadhinted to Pontiac, Mich, with their
ler. Campbell county 4-H'eA and
niother Mrs.IV-Scott. Mr Scott
garden project winners, have joinhas employment In that—etti,
ed the National Junior Vegetable
Will see you again soon.
Growers Association, entering the
—Blondie
production and marketing contest.

THAN

EVER!

BECAUSE OF THEIR NEWLY

•Atlas Grip-Safe Tires ... widest,
flattest tread in Atlas history,,.
put more rubber on the road!
•Grips more road than ever for
more miles than ever before!
• Every tire backed by a 1-year
warranty honored in every state,
7 days a week!
•See it and sell yourself!

Enlarged Body Shop

ATLAS
TIRES • SATTEIHES • ACC/SSORIES

GOOD FOR ANY USE WHERE A

Johnny Parker Standard
Station

RECEIPT IS REQUIRED

On the Square : Opposite Postance
Phone M
Murray. Ky.

PORTER MOTOR COMPANY Invites Their Friends
and Customers to Come in to See This New Arrangement
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minion as to their success with 'the
big mouths-fish, that is.

Women's Page

Club News

Activities 'Locals
Weddings

JO WiLLIAMS, Editor -PHONE 374-M

Mew l• Vefts•
•••••••

So

Lee -Williams, editor of the FulCHICAGO ilf.P.)-Students startton Daily Leader, was in the city
Thursday:
ing veterinary training next fall will
face harder chores than their pre
Mr. and" Mrs.:
B. Outland will decessors.
be in Louisville tomorrow for DerThe American Veterinary Medical
by Day,
Association announced that a six•
••
year. conege training requirement
Mrs. Leon Catbi-y and Mrs.' Ace
will so into-effect next fall at all
SteReyorilds shopped in Mayfield of the 12 accredited veterinary colWednesday afternoon.
leges in North America.
• •
The more rigorous standards are
Mr .and Mrs. Perry B. Brandon
association explained,
spent last weekend in Paris with necessary, the
whole field of veterinMrs. Brandon's parents, Mr, and because the
ary medicine has greatly expancied
Mrs. E. H. McFadden.
in recent years and now is closely
many other branchc
James Cunningham of New York linked with
is at present visiting his father. of science.

v.

• LOCALS
Leiljatee./ta.... by toni

Veterinarians 'Must

Study Six Years

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Jones and
children. Steve and Mary Lee, of
Murfreesboro. Tenn., were recent
guests of Mrs. Jones' parents, Mr.
and Mrs. H. B. Bailey, -Sr,
••
Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Holton have
as guests, their daughters, Mrs.
Robert Su/Shoff of Cincinnati, and
Mrs. Ben Cooper with her little
daughter, Julie. of Louisville.
••
Mrs Elias Robertson. who receiveS injuries in a fall at her
home, Sixth and Olive streets. Wednesday evening, has been dismissed
from the Murray Hospital.
••

Jim Cunningham, his sister Mrs.
Loris Raymond Is seeking a Iris, and it might upset everything
011ie Hale, and his uncle and aunt
musical career in New York, but to have ner discover I am actually
Mr. and,Mrs. Charlie Hale. of Murands the going difficult, as does a singer in a cheap roadhouse."
Carey Carson, young would-be
ray and Calloway County.
• •
architect. Thin beasdne friends "VOL/ are making an honest liva ing," Loris remarked. "And if
and hear of Roland Fetter, wealLieutenant and Mrs. Thomas Ross
bachelor,
who
let
your
wants
to
so
shallow
so
to
Iris is
thy old
Sammons and sons, Ronnie and
help some worthy young married singing In a roadhouse turn tier
Micael,of_Dayton, Ohio, will arrive
couple by paying them to live on againstoroto she Is not worth boththe first of the week to visit his
his Long Island estate while he is ering about. If she reaulv eanLs to
cruising They agree to marry nelp a young arcbitect get ahead
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Samtemporarily, on a strictly business she certerinty will not let your singmons, West Main Street, and Mrs.
basis, to get the job- Mr. Potter ing job influence her - unless it
Miss Marilyn Mason has as her Sammons' relative in the county.
after
keener
incruise,
introductake
an
even
on
a
makes
her
leaves
•
guest this week Miss Nancy ,Wagg- Lieutenaot Sammons is being sent
ing wealthy and beautiful Iris tereat in rm."
MAKE haste with tha rhubarb-,
nerd
"That's wishful thinking, and.. oner, of Tulsa, 01E1a.
---Ea(raftletith;
Wrenshaw who takes a fancy us
in or perhaps you know it by its
Marta'', Tennessee
.•
Carey. He responds, but mosots notbing else."
Calif., for a year's stayoin school.
old-fashioned name, pie plant. Call
"In other words, I'm just plain
the proposal written Loris by a
it what you may. it does' linger
Mrs. Minnie Jones who under- They-will be here about 10 days.
former suitor. To swell their stupid." snapped Loris.
o
••
long and if you would enjoy the tart
went a major operation at the Mur"Don'tSy off the handle so.'
bank account. Loris and Carey
Proudly Presents
freshness of this Sluing perennial.
ray
Mrs.
Hospital
Wt.
Scruggs
Wednesday,
is
remains quite
reported
nightly
singing
and
-Oh.
forget
it,
accept a
Carey.... Let's go
gather a number of recipes to give
to
be
improving
satisfaetorily.ill
in
the
engagement
at
a
more.'
Lor'a
'hospital
from
a
severe
playing
over
the
song
oz1ce
nearby
variety to its use.
••
night club. Loris worries over went bac,: to the piano. -We owe
heart attack. .1
'
Make • rhubarb pie and top It
leasing the estate unguarded, beMax Rossner sometkisig.. since Le
Miss • Tietty Thornton left Thurswith a stiff meringue-but leave a
••
lieving that she saw a tnan is paying us seventy-ftvg dollars• day for Oklahoma to visit for sevhole in the center for the pink to
grounds.
the
week"
about
prowling
Mr. and Mrs. George OorobeY are. And His Universal Repeep through. Or If there's a special
Carey took no place where he eral weeks with her brother. Henry leaving Friday morning for LouisCarey invites Iris to a beach Meoccasion, follow the suggestioa
Thornton,
formerly
of
Murray.
cording Orchestra
ttle and yields to the impulse to omld turn the pages of the music
Best Foods' Nancy Holmes and eV
ville to attend the Kentucky Derby.
••
this her. The pienio is a success "You heard her yourself when she
ate .this beautiful May Dal
They will bemstottown-for several
Miss"Einian Watiers,
intli Iris suggests that Loris and railed t h e BOuievard a cheap May. Day Salad
Carry join an eventing parto at place."
been teaching MUSIC in Murray for days.
4 cups diced
"What, back on that subject several,years, has been in the Mur% cup sliced fresh
a "cheap roadhouse." where she
pink rhubarb
strawberries
has heard glowing reports of two again." moaned Loris.
ray Hospital this week for treat1% cups sugar
Rhubarb pieces,
The. Bremen Homemakers Club
"Going to a place like The Bouleclever new performers.
la cup water
drained
in Muhlenberg county had a flow2% Maps. gelatin 12 split blanched
vard Is like slumming for Iris and ment.
•
•
% cup cold water
almonds
er seed and bulb exchange at their
her set."
CHAPTER XXVIII
1% cups real
1640 strawberry
Mrs. Chas. Costello and daughter. April meeting.
"Stop thinking about Iris and
mayonnaise
halves
THAT startling invitation
her set and go over this song with Sandra, have
A, cup celery
Salad greens
returned to their
A from Iris Wrenshaw worried me!"
crescents
home in Lynnhurst. N. J., .after a
the
as
Carey
and
had
to
force
Loris
and
Loris
both
Carey
Cut rhubarb in 1 inch pieces. place
visit with Mrs. Costello's parents,
in 'saucepan with sugar and
cup
days crawled by. It worried their smiles at the roadhouse that Mr. and Mrs. John C. Farmer,
hardly
for
Carey,
he
night.
As
water. Simmer 2-3 minutes over low
Is tour fore round:- Is It sqiiiire? Is it heart shaped? It's imshe
Loris,
Carey a lot. As for
made an effort. What did he care South Fourth street.
flame. Drain, measure juice and add
portant to knsw, because it's an important clue to how you should
than appre- about the people who cattle to This
•
water if necessary to make 44 cups. was more angry
wear your hair. So take your lipstick and stand in a good light beMrs. Will Fulton of Owensboro.
hensive. She kept feeling that Boulevard! What difference did It
Soak gelatin in water and dissolve
fore your mirror. Then close'one eye and carefully outline the shape
In hot juice. Cool until syrupy. It was all Carey'sfault, and had make what they thought about Ky., has been the guest of Mr. and
of your face in the glass.• Next, take the lipstick impression off the
Scannas*, invert custard cup IS
Mrs. Marvin Fulton, Main eireet,
stirrer by pressing it off onto a piece of _paper. You'll then have a
to fight to keep from saying so.
him
Sjmehow they got through the
center of Boa:2-inch square take
perfect picture of the true skape of your face, and a' guide to the
knew that any dis- two performances and- were mildly this week.
she
well
for
pan. Fasten with Scritch tape and
••
✓ eit home created hair-do for you! Watch for 'uture appearanees
seal around edge with soft' margar- cussion of Iris would precipi- amazed to realize that the apof Hair Beauty Secrets and learn just how you should wear your hair.
Mrs. Jimmie Bailey and children
plause seemed as generous as usual.
ine. Pour in ts of liquid and chin
tate a quarreL
of Owensboro, are visiting Mr.
until firm. To remaining liquid add
Iris had mentioned a ten-day But the long evening was a terrific
Bailey4 parents, Mr. arid Mrs. H. B.
strain.
strawberries,
rhubarb
pieces,
celery
they
before
the
day
and
on
trip,
Both need ample phosphorous and
"My face fairly aches from try- Bailey, Sr.. this week..
real mayonnaise. Pour over
Loris
to ma:ure, but relatively little ni- clear jelly and chill until solid.. figured Iris was due home.
••
could hold in no longer. Carey was ing to smile," said Loris as they
•
trogen -Lima - beans are in fact most Unmold on large plate. Arranges go low and preoccupied that he was finally drove home.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo, Ed Overbey
BEANS AND Lima IEAsS
'Mine too," said Carey.
sensitive indicators of imbalance almonds to look like Bowers with
attention
his
hold
even
to
unable
have gone to Louisville where they
Eh. John S. Gardner Kentucky of the plant foods; when there is strawberry slice center. Garnish
on the song they were rehearsing
THAT was the extent of their will visit, and attend the Derby,
College of Agriculture and Home a shortage of phosphorus. luxuri- with strawberry halves and salad
for the nightly roadhouse show.
which will be run Saturday aftergreens. Yield, 6-3 servings.
Economic,
"If you had come right out and I conversation until they turned
ous vines and leaves result, but the
told Iris Wrenahaw the truth at the In the driveway to Pottersplace. noon.
hoc. rsear,s ard lima blooms shuck off and sometimes
On the
••
Loris exploded. "you Then Loris gave a sharp cry of
. . . the easy way with
beans are enough alike to be (ha- no pods at all may set The gen- varieties mugt be planted eye very start,"
Batty June Roberts is improving
wouldn't now be looking like a man alarm
•
rassed together
"Carey, the house Is all dark!" nicely
eral fertilizing scheme described down ito that the seedlings do not half out of his mind."
our CEDARIZED Bags
after
an
operation
at
the
"So it Ls." said Carey. Then.
ago provides the break their necks as they come
here some we
"I didn't, so why talk about it
storing clothing,
for
Murray
Hospital.
She
is
the
seven
crestfallen, "I forgot to leave the
up.
now?"
proper food balance for beans
furs, woolens.
blankets,
year-old
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
"Because you are letting the tights on."
Both limas and green beans are
COOK and HEAT WO&
Both are -warm" crops. limas
"Well, that's the climax You not Clyde Roberts of the East side
Have them dry cleaned.
whole business ruin your singing.
sensitive
to
drought
and
extreme
exceptionally- so. Whereas some
••
that's why.If you keep on this way. only let the thoughts of that
They will be reedy for
liberties may be taken to plant heat. Stringless Greenpod tind Ten- you win Icedna eat
About half the crew of the Ledat The wrenshawyromaa ruin your sing_wearing_aezt
ing, but -ooer -let=them keep you ger & Times
tine or Tennessee Greenpod dergreen bush beans bear well Boulevard,"
sneaked
off to the Ry-.
Silently Caramiallad to the win- from attending to business here at Lake yesterday afternoon, but we
bush beans before the ground has when moister and temperature are
The Gas that's different, does
out. Watch- home '
right,
but
set
pods
sparingly
in
and
stood
WM,
dow
had
tunas
must
got
warmed
inf.the
rather
doss
n
in
you
not smoke or slcrtt
ask them for infor"Darn it all. Loris. if you hadn't
igtaps
a to feel more
ing him. Ladisth
cold %rather
be humored all of them Further, the hot and dry weather that us- -syMpathellg.
It 1113 unfair picked on me so much before we
I'm
even though the sod's temperature ually prevails in late August and of her to blame him for everything_ left. I'd have remembered
for pick-up service
MURRAY GAS and
,s right for them, excessive mois- through September The reMeily After all his future career as an sorry "
is
to
use
Logan
cifOL'Ot.
Refugee
it
Is
Loris.
"But
APPLIANCE CO.
"80
am
T."
said
all-important.
And
architect was
sre rr.ay .cause . the seed to miltoday
urileit protected by treatment No 5 for planting after June 15. anything that changed trial friend- a Httle too late for that. I'm
121! MAIN ST.
Much
the
same
is
ly attitude would have been a afraid." She. got out of the car and
true
of
limas:
ith Spergon Even in the manner
started for the front door
drawback to Carry's future.
their planting are urns beans the fancy sort. Fordhook, complet- • "We don't have to accept her in"Wait a minute," called Carey
critical, especially the large-seeded ly suspends when dry weather vitation, you know. We still could -I'll go in with you and put up the
comes. bot the special dry-season tell Iris the truth." sato:Moils.
car later."
variety. Fordhook 242. goes on
"I'm not afraid," said Loris. hot
"Why not say we are calleclaway
bearing. There are, of course, the suddenly, like we did the first her voice was unsteady. "After going
through those songs twice
old reliables. Henderson Bush Lima time?"
-You mean. just keep digging tonight in that crowded place. try800 0LIVE-Pi-40/4E MO
and Carolir.a Sieva and Jackson
ourselves in deeper and deeper. A ing to make myself smile. I can
J Pole Lima. but they are small- beautiful idea."
stand up to anything."
seeded. tedious to shell.
"Just the Lame I'm going In with
'Have you a better one?"
The "242" and the special bush
"We can simply decline her in- you."
•- _
sorts just named may not be ob- vitation. and say we're sorry but we
Carey fumbled for his keys and
tainable everywhere locally, but have a previous one.••
unlocked the door. He stepped Into
"Suppote she asks us for another the 411. clicked on the lights, they
at least two Kentucky seedmoss
SALE FRIDAY, SATURDAY and
do handle them, whose addresses evening? We can't keep on making turned to Loris:
up invitations." Carey paced the
"Okay. come on in. Nothing is
will be given at request.
room, then whirled with a fresh going to jump out and bite you."
MONDAY
worry. 'Hoopoe. Iris decides to go
Loris walked In slowly and folto the roadhouse without-us-with lowed Carey to the door of the livWINDOWS and LAWN
a party of other friends?"
ing rooM.
-I
Social Calendar
-I hardly think shell do that
"All seem.s quiet on the PottersApparently we are the only rie.0 ,e -Aare front." Carey went on faceFOR SUMMER NOW!
she'd care to to seen there with. t tousle
lot Coats, sho;tand long.
saturday. May I "Nonsense! snappe0 Carey
"Turn on the hying room lights
The
Murray
will
Woman's
Club
be'She's not that snobbish And
$5.00
And don't talk so' much!"
I
Coats and Suits . .
Have Your Lawn and Porch Furniture
give a party for the Murray Train- sides, she really seemed interesteci
Carey 'found the switch and
ing and Murray High school stu- in seeing the two performers"
boded the big room with ltith?
Recovered
$13.98
up to S32.50, now
Loris giggled and said "Imagine
"Good heavens." he cried, pointdents at 7.30.
the expression on Iris' face when ing near the fireplace
she sees who the talented performVris looked and gasped
lot Dresses up to
now . . . $5.00 _
Tieiday. May 4
ers are!'
Mr Roland Potter was sitting
The Cora Graves Circle of the
"Sorry, but my sensq of humor helplessly in a chair. He was bound
lot
hand and foot and there was a gas
College Presbyterian Church will won't stretch that far.'
-Then you better start exercinne in his mouth
meet with Mrs. James C. Williams
• RECONDITION your
nhat's
SO
After
all.
tragic
about
it.
•
$1.00--Dresses .
-Street. at 7:30. Miss nordiathis?"
To be continued,
posch furniture for the
lifeihing will he •cohbaless.
-It may to plenty tragic for me.' The characters In this serial are
Keeps *our home, in cool
said Carey "'Things are about to
lot Skirts . .
. $1.00 & S1.98
rfeteteast
ne\season.
i••••••• 1115,•%• ?won
The general :meeting of WACO& break on build,ne the tottatoa tca
cpnifort all summer long!
of the First Methodist church' will
!lot of Blouses, S4.95 .
S1.00& $2.00
'ASSORTED
Two grades of. material,
meet at 1:00 at the church with
reductions. :late ii venue, kept
' Circle II in charge of the program: May
of
the
$22.000,000
previous
within
Friday-Play.
-The
Man
COLORS
7w
Children
'
s Overalls
Painted and woVen stripe.
Who Caine 'To Dinner." 8:15 years record intake becstuseof ex• The officiers of the Woodmen
SUN-FAST
panded business volume,
p.m.
made to measure.
circle will meet at 7.30 with Mrs. May I, Saturday-College play; day,
-------B. J. Hoffman. Miller Avenue,- -7
.. sponsored by Women's Athletic
E. W. Wear rind Mrs. Wear. of
Suits
.
Association, 0:00 am: to 4:00 Wickliffe, were in the 'City ThursFriday. lasa 7 •
p.m. in the health building.
.
day afternoon. They visited Mr.
The annual dinner meeting-of the May 18. Tueisday-Training School
Children
'
s Princess Slips
$1.00
Wear's sister. Miss Mettle Wear.
Murray Woman's Club will ls'e held
Window Shades
-Talent -Night"
North Fifth street. They were acal 8.30 at the club house.
companied by Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
T-Shirts
S1.00
Made to Order
,••
Filb.eck who were iii the city op
!tininess.
Children
'
s Dresses
S1.00
4.•
•
Wasitable Windoa Shades
Sturdy Venetian Blinds in
•••
•
In gray, green. tap. and
steel wood at shitninam
Slack Suits
S1.00
r white,
In white, Ivory and other
ALBANY, N. Y, tuPia-lfaisamarnpopular colors.
aro IS, Friday- Junior-s e nio r
'
s Shoes up to $3.25 $1.00
lot Children
her of business firms operating fn
prom. fine -arts lounge. 8:30.
reached an allMay I. Saturday-Spring carnival, New nrk State has
time high . of mo.goo, according to "Where People Get Won"
WINDOW SHADES IN STOCK - Ecru and White
• health buildieg.
MRS. DELL FINNEY
May 3, Tuesch,y-genior recital,\ a state commerce aePartnient perFREE CONSULTATION,.
• Frances Ray, piano, and War- fey. •
In the state program
'encourren Barrett, trumpet, 8:15 p.m.
May "s. Wotdnesday -Scholarship age post-whr business development
107 North 4th St.
day. with President Raymond end employment through tax cuts.
PHONE 600
F. McLain of Transylvania cols the departafent said both iiidividu.als and business corporation, were
lege. speaking (chapel,'
Direvral. 11ashsellty
May I, Thursday- -Play, "The Man KaVrti more than 1164.000.000 in the
Who (*.erne To Dinner.- 8.15 1947 fou•al llf.A1
But, despite the
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ROUGH LUMBERS-Poplar, oak HEATING and SHEET METAL
All lengths, uniform widths, thick- WORK-Freed
Cotham, Maple
ness. Accurately sawn-John A. St. Phone 681.
M25c
FIELD SEED-Let us supply your Nance, Nance Bros., New ConMl2c FOR COMPLETE INSULATION
needs. We carry complete stocks cord.
SERVICE at a lower cost call Rock
of Hybrid Corn, open Pollinated
PIANOS-New Starr spinet $485.00 Wool Thsulation Co., Room 105,
Corn, Clovers, Grasses, Sudan,
up. Used pianos $135.00s-and up. Gatlin Bldg. Phone 1021.
MSc
Soya Beans and Peas. We have
Free delivery anywhere - Harry
one of the most complete lines of
Edwards, 808 South 5th Street, Pa- WE SPECIALIZE in COUNTRY
Garden and Vegetable Seed of
plate
ducah, Ky.
Ml2c HAM, steaks, chops and
any store, in West Kentucky-Ross
lunches. All kinds of sandwiches
Feed Company, Murray, Ky., Tel.
FOR SALE-Allis - Chalmers B Rudy's Restaurant.
101. We deliver.
model tractor. Good shape and
DESTROY TERMITES. Free infully equipped. See Martin Young,
spection. All work guaranteed.
FOR SALE: Funk & Sons Drouth Stella, Ky.
Idlp _Reasonable
prices, References
Resistant Hybrid Seed Corn. Treat-ed to resist Corn Bore and FOR SALE-New and used gas furnished. Frank McKiney, P. 0.
M24p
Ear Worm. Speciar numbers adap- washer—Ruby Tolliver. Route 2, Box 471, Mayfield. Ky.
ted for Kentucky up-land and bot- Kirksey.
A30p
tom soils. Both Yellow and White.
0 No other hybrids excell in pro- FOR SALE: Dixie gas stove, reasduction. We stock all needed num- onable. Like new. Phone 136-J.
Ap29,30,M1p STRAWBERRY PICKERS - Anybers. Funk & Sons. Handled by
the following merchants: L. F. GLADIOLI 'and TUBEROSE
bulbs, one who is interested, contact HerThurmond, Murray; John Grogan,
50c dozen. $3.00 for hundred - bert Key, 1312 West Main Street,
Shilo; Ralph McDaniel, Dexter;
Murray Nursery and Florist, 800 Murray, Ky. Transportation will
Rhea & Wright, Wiswell; Youngfurnished.
M8p
Olive St. Phone 364.
W-F-Sc be
blood Grocery, Coldwater; Otto
Farris, Pottertown; L L. Housden, FOR SALE-Westinghouse electric HELP WANTED- To wax floors.
it
Penny; Ray Lassiter, Hazel. MSc refrigerator. 6 fool, good working Call 374-M.
condition. See at 101 South 8th,
or call 407.
M3c

For Sale

-

UP
Rens

and Stave Money

a-14

Wanted

Notices

WHITEWAY
Service Station

TUFACco Gas and Oil
Washing, Qreasing and
• Adjusting Brakes
Firestone Tires & Tubs.
Phone 9124
15th and Main Street

J. C. Brewer, Mgr.

FOR SALE- 21-acre farm, 5 mile
north of Murray. Good orchard COOLAIR ATTIC AND WINDOW
and well of water, buildings com- FANS, authorized dealer. Housemon-Edgar Boggess, Box 355, hold and commercial refrigeration
Murray, Ky.
M3c Sales. and service. Phone 1087.
100 N. 4th St. West Kentucky
FOR SALE -Wheel chair in good Electric Co.
May6c
Condition . See Rudolph ThurBALDWIN
Pianos. Choose your
man
M3c
piano as the artists do. FEEZLE
FOR SALE-Two bedroom suites. Piano Sales, 323 S. 7th. Street,
and other items. Call 301 pi. 4th. MAYFIELD, Phone 1266. Southor phone 524.
M3p western Kentucky's largest exclusive Piano Distributor. •
Maytic
FOR SALE-Six-foot. mirror type.
white porcelain Progress Made
vegetable display case - Hays &
Fielder Grocery
M3c

For Rent

Services Offered 1
BIG
REASONS

I. Our

for

efficiency.

Olt
2. Our parts are factory
spected.

i

Put them together and
they spell
SATISFACTION

CABLE MOTOR
Company
Fifth and Poplar

HOUSE WIRING. Appliance repair, FOR RENT-20-acre farm with 5any electrical work-Bourland El- room house. 5 miles southeast of
ectric Shop in new Riley Furni- Murray. $25 month. Telephone
ture Store. Phone 587.
M10c 696-J-I.
M3c
BEST BY TEST-That's why
business has grown so much.
for yourself-Dixie Cleaners.
768, Thomas Crider, owner.

equipment

Plume

CONCRETE MIXERS for RENTTwo sizes=Geurin Concrete Products. Phone 324_
MIc

our FOR RENT-Two room furnished
Try apartment. 3 bedrooms. Modern
Tel
conveniences-801 Kahn. Phone
MSc 113-J
M3c

ROWLAND Refrigeration Service
All makes. Money back guarantee. 12 years experance. Phone
9934.
MSc

Probable Field
For Kentucky
Derby Saturday

LOOK--All kinds of mattresses rebuilt like new. Cotton mattresses
made into innersprings. New cotLOUISVILLE. Ky.. Aril 30 ,UP)
ton, innerspring and box springs.
Free pick-up and delivery. All -The probable field for the 74th
work guaranteed- Starr Mattress annual running of the $10,000 added
Co., Phone 1339, Paris, Tennes- Kentucky Derby Saturday:
Post Time 6:30 P.M. EDT0
see.
M3p
The horse, owner. trainer and
EXPERT SEWING MACHINE SER- jockey. respectively. are as follows:
VICE. Fourteen years experience, A-Citation. Calumet Farms, B.
Jones, E. Arcaro
qualifies me to extend to you the
best sewing machine
service A-Coaltown, Calumet Farms, B.
Jones, N. Pierson
available. Have your old treadle
converted into a new style cab- My Request. B. Whitaker. J. - onway, D. Dodson
inet electric. Prices reasonable.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Telephone Grandpere, Mrs. R. Adams, E Shaw,
J. Gilbert
11204. 708 Main
M-W-F c Billings.
R. W. Mcllvan. H. Wells.
M. Peterson
Escadru, W. L. Brann. E. Christmas,
A. Kirkland
X-Galedo. C. A O'Neil Jr. T. Cault.
W. Garner
XX-Shy Guy, Charles Fisher, J.
Hudgins, S.' Brooks

Claude Harmon, Herman Barron,
Jim Ferrier, Jolinny Palmer, Cary
Middlecoff, Vic Ghezzi, Chuck
MOW WQRM OpM Harbert and Ed Furgol.
ACItoSa
31-Barly Germarrle
people
0OSMAN00
AAA
-14
It's a rough outfit when it comes
1-A rergrt
31 -Father of molder
PE - 114 UMWeiNtau
4- Policemen
33 Wounded with
DOW14 A02 "ST to hammering pars and birdies.
horns
141•411.
Yet that isn't the reason McSpaden,
II Ireland
34 Biblical pennlea
WM Wilar NTT
11 loon in
35- Female sheep
who with Nelson former golf's
0114 PIG ma
36-Cc?rects
Is Ernorecl
3/1- Swirtr
Rigt4 "Gold Dust'' twins during the war
14 Pert to aircraft
40--Irish
QUWW SEW1V ES years, is happy to be on the side10 Finished
44-Premium for
EwL3. RuRAVI
exchange
11 ShlIC
lines.
IS Large plant
46-- Witty sayings
MegAi4
- "a4r44
The lantern jawed Jug could
10 Kind of hemiri
46--8alitary
NW:K:04AD UMMA hold
Si Cu plain •er
49-Chactal snow
his own with any of them
uvO ATuINORMOOM
23 44044cm soon
50-Inclorure
26 Those who glide
SI-Swamps
WA4 114071P1 A1!.-3 when he was at the peak of his
on lc*
02-Long knife
game. Ten triumphs over Nelson
11 bl•Ior premier,
93-To vieuslise
imiten
attest to that. It's just that McSpaden Is happier as manRger of
1-bipiomatie 1
/
2 3
4 5 6 7
'
T r,:..=
341
,
11te rens
Goodall's sportswear division.
2-Smell
/3
3-Tills
"Much easier on the nerves," he
lq
4-Mountain gap
grinned. "That tournament golf
5-Kitchen utensils
lb
5
17
6-Parts of dowers
is really tough.
7-Part of Miffing
"You have to practice hard, play
(7
17fq
line
20
Is
5-The Orient
hard and concentrate hard all the
9
-To pound again
,
;12,•11- :,..3
time," Jug recalled a bit wistfully.
2r 22
10-Rage
11-To boo Wad
"After a couple of years you start
.
16-Grinding
26 2/ 28
2
,
7 cl
4
to click and you knock them lopInstrument
20 -Land suirotinded
sided. Then it jaist gets to be too
by water
7
.232
31
much work. You're tired and you
21 -Toot advice
24.-All ioomb gar.,
don't practice hr concentrate as
:',/ ,31.1
33
15- Weight of lndla
Mil
I
Ze
hard. Soon your concentration is
PS- IV
Vf3s, 37
35
gone completely.
n -To be •ware ol
16-Ooming P.O terms
"Even after you start to slip,
row w 42 v4
30-Rubber
le .39
you go along on your momentum
33-Thought!ul
34-To dig cut
for a while," McSpaden pointed
,qb
:14 45
117
37- Asper to
out. "But then all of a sudden the
39 -Performr
41 -Hill
50
119
48
roof falls in and you're done."
1
41-Pint•Il duce
McSpaden still hopes to play in
43-Serf
52
5i
53
44 -Priest r garment
the open and "a couple of others"
45-Muck
47 L.ornmand to
but has little hope of ever again
1/14444 441464 444410• 110.1144144se
forgo
approaching his former peek. It
was during that time he shot a 59
at Breckenridge Park in San Antonio.
I guess that's about as close to
be playing wonderful golf and they a perfect round as anybody ever
two ,had, he argues.
By OSCAR FRALEY
may battle even through
Jug figures* perfect round would
PON Sports Writer
rounds
Then one fats a lucky
be a 52. He explaines it this way:
I
break
and
wins
on
the
99th
the
and
NEW YORK, April 30 DPI-A,
Twoetitgles and two birds on the
select field of 16 professionals other fellow is eliminated.
four par five holes four deuces on
pointed today toward the Goodall! "It isn't really fair." he added. the par threes, and
birdie threes on
round robin and Jug McSpaden. ' "Lid in this tournament rob.o.iy .s It. 10 par fours.
once know nas Byron Nelson's eliminated. A man can lose to 0412
But to be a winner among the
"shadow", declared that the man opponent but it isn't over until he pros, is his tip,
"A't'.a man has to
who wins this one can claim rank- has met every other player in the. do is play "percentage
golf." Hit
ing as the world's finest match field at match play and his plus 'em down the middle,
never bogie
and minus scores are tallied.
player.
McSpaden. who finished second
Bobby Locke, the defending
to Lord Byron a humiliating 18 champion. heads a crack field which
times during 1945 'and 1946 gives will play in the Goodall 0t New
his event the nod over any match Richelle's Wykagyl Country Club,
tournament ever devised. May 6-9,
play
,
And his contention makes sense on
Others eutered are Hen Hagan,
close inspection.
Lloyd Mangrum, Jimmy Demaret,
-Take the P.G.A. tournament for Henry Cotfon, Thatch Harrison.
example." he said 'Two men can Herman Keiser
Bob Hamilton.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE "s"1-11 "'""'""

Today's Sports Parade

NANCY

5

.00l
1946 FORD 2-door
and clean.

ng!

ial,

Super

Deluxe, all extras, skis

1946 CHEVROLET Club Coupe,
throughout.

ipe,

nice and clean

1946 FORD 2-door Super Deluxe, heater, spotlight,
and back-up light. Extra clean.
1941 CHEVROLET 2-door Master, nice and clean
inside and out.
1941 FORD 2-door Deluxe, radio and heater, nice
clean car.
1941 STUDEBAKER 2-door Champion, rebuilt motor, clean inside and out.
IPA) FORD 2-door Deluxe, black finiih, extra
clean ins,ide and out.
1938 CHEVROLET Pick-up, cattle rack. Nice and
clean.
1936 FORD 2-door Deluxe, radio and heater.
1936 CHEVROLET Pick-up, good motor and tires.
MANY OTHER CARS TO CHOOSE FROM

EACH CAR GUARANTEED
Li

LAWRENCE USED CAR LOT

A -Calumet Farm enry,
X-Probable starter only if track
is. muddy.
XX---Nery doubtful starter

GRAIN REVIEW
CHICAGO, April_ 29_4 1JP)-Grain
ultiles marked time on thc Board
of Trade today with some futures
settling for fractional gains.
Profit-taking towards the close
the market wiped otit most
early gain,
The markee opened irregular and
then steadieddown with prices-advancing .generally- Early optimism
was caused by a fair to good demand-Isis-Seeder grains and short
suppliea.
Since last fall. Fleming county
homemakers canned 1.472 quarts
of meat, and stored 6.182 pounds
and 228 chickens in frozen locker.

our CLUBBILLIKI
get the !Maness

WE BUY...

•
SHROAT BROS.
Meat Market
109 North Fifth

Forty-six Mercer 4-H club leaders attended a dinner where the
organization of a 4-H association
was discussed.

LETTER BOXES
ARE BACK.
in Two Sizes
LEDGER & TIMES

By Ernie Bushmiller
THEY SELL

EVERYTHING
HERE
MINIM
%' -,1O'f•
i

3.. 0- _a.m.
1 . samisiii
.:

vase.sommos•

STOP TERMITE DAMAGE

1
maw^

J

-ricrAieF
sh•—•

ABBIE an' SLATS

Some Class

Raeburn Van f3ures

WELL-THii "TURTLE-NECKERS"ARE ALL
BACK AT HIGH SCHOOL AND'THE GOLD MAN'
IS TAKiNG A LONG
COURSE AT ANOTHER
)BIG BUILDING -BUT ITS
NO HIGH SCHOOL

BUT IT ISN'T RIGHT ,
THEN
FOR GLAMAMOUNTS NOBODY'LL
BROOK CAROL TO BE
EE US. I'M
SEEN EATING IN A
DO STARVED
TRUCK DRIVER'S
TO RIDE
NO13001/ ANOTHER
EATS HERE '" -a&
MI E.'

-

agall111111

5
ram

LI'L ABNER

So Now He's Got a

Face ! !

By Al Capp

DP YOU,MOP-I-IEAD,
TAKE THIS LUSCIOUS'
YOUNG (DRoOk.r!)(co-tacK ?) MORSEL
T.OR YOUR
L AWFULWEDDED

AND, DO YOU, YOU BEAUTIFUL
BIT OF BOUNK1NG, BLOOMING
FEMININITY, TAKE THIS-ER- 2WE1.1. L- THIS KAN YER
1_ AWFUL-WEDDED
HUSBAND'P

WIFE

MURRAY LUMBER CO.
Phone 262
It.ee•••ntith,* of
Ohio Vallee Termini., Corp.

Home of Guaranteed Used Cars
201 Maple

—

---Immalawasmii -

Us3

Flying ants may be termites possibly in your home. A FREE
TERMINIX INSPECTION will
give you accurate information on
the extent of tersnite damage in
your property. Don't delay, call
today!

Phone 214

Next Stop: The Cash Register
•

YOU NEEDNOT GO FAR

tobuythat
GUARANTEED, NEW LOOKING
(
. AR
.Stop at Lawrence's Used Car Lot and.
.
SAVE

and take your scattered "percent- OREGON'S TEETERIN ROCK
age" birds.
VANISHES INTO SPACE
The one who follows that formuNECANICUM, Ore. tUP)-Sadla the closest, McSpaden contends,
is the man who also will walk off dle Mountain has lost its rider.
with the Goodall-and that coveted Teetering Rock has tottered from
its precarious. perch without a
match play crown. .
trace.
Teetering Rock, famed as the
CIVIL SERVICE JOBS
most perplexing
landmark
to
The Sixth U. S. Civil Service Re- northwestern toregon, was perched
gion today announced its third post atop Saddle Mountain when the
war examination for Stenographer White man came to the Pacific
and Typist positions in federal Northwest.
agencies throughout Ohio, Indiana,
It would quiver at a baby's
and Kentucky. Because of the critical shortage Of qifalilied personnel touch, -yet withstood. an assault
in these categories, no closing date of 50 CCC workers when they
has been set for receipt of applica- tried to pry the boulder from the
tions. Applications will be received mountain top with stout poles.
Hikers reported the disappearuntil further notice. Practically
all of those persons who have pass- ance of the rock. They said it aped previous examinations have bee* parently toppled from the rocky
offered employment, and the pros- ledge into a steep canyon.
pects for appointment are favorREAD THE CLASS!FIEDSl
able for any persons who can qualify in.the examinations.
The salary range of positions to
be filled as a result of these examinations is from $1756 to $2394 a
year.
The duties of a stenographer include taking and transcribing dicUsed Fats
tation and performing general ofScrap Iron
fice work of a clerical nature. TypMetal
ists, under general supervision, do
Batteries
typing of moderate difficulty and
Hides
perform general clerical duties.
Age limits established for these
positions are 18 to 82 years.
Further information and application forms may be obtained from
the Cornmission's local Secretary,
Mr. Valentine, located at Post Office Building, Murray.

Phone 150
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ECONOMY SELF SERVICE

PARKER FOOD MARKET

STILL THE BUSIEST PLACE IN TOWN
W. Carry is—Complete -Li:4 -a-Siring

CHIG'S
GULF SERVICE
LET US CLEAN AND SERVICE YOUR CAR
WHILE YOU CLEAN THE HOUSE

HIGH QUALITY

LOW PRICES

Du Pont Paints

COURTEOUS SERVICE

CLEANING SUPPLIES
RUDOLPH THURMAN,

:

HUGHES PAINT & WALLPAPER
COMPANY
-

Owner

Phone 1061

South Side Square

Phone 130

"Duco"

"Dulux"
Call

— 401 Mitpi.,

Unit
ROBERT'S GROCERY

MELUGIN SERVICE STATION

See us for your

FOR A WORLD (1F SERVICE — ATLAS

SPRING CLEANING NEEDS

STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS

EAT HERE WHILE YOU DO YOUR
HOUSECLEANING

Phone 404

DURA CLEAN SERVICE
WALKER-EMERSON SHELL STATION

RUGS and UPHOLSTERY
Home and Delivery Service
863-W —
tall Representativc Mrs.
regg Mifler
Cecil Miller, Delbert Norwood, Owners

Lc
M,
Fr

LITTLETON'S

BLUE BIRD-CAFE

1417 Main

Call 874 for Daily Delivery

•

P. C. WALKER SERVICE STATION

NATIONAL:. STORE

Let us handle your Spring Changeover Needs
GOODYEAR TIRES and TUBES ", _

Complete Line of

SHELL LUBRICATION

Ready Made Curtains, Curtain Scrim, Cretonnes,
Window Shades and Slip Cover Materials

GAS, OIL, GOODYEAR TIRES and TUBES
Sixth and Main

Phone 9125

South Fourth Street

Phone 152

Ma
Ind

•

TABERS BODY REPAIR SHOP

PARKER MOTORS

GREENFIELD SERVICE STATION

24,
-HOUR WRECKER SERVICE

STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS

North 12th and Chestnut Street*
DAY PHONE 678-J
'

NIGHT PHONE 678-R

WRECKS

A

SPECIALTY

SALES and SERVICE

NASH

Seventh and Main

WASHING
Phone 373

•

Phone 9118

Sixteenth and Main

SUPPLIES

Phone 356

groups.
ratings

D-X,MOTOR OIL
Retail A„Wholesale
FRANK FiARGIS
RED and WHITE SERVICE STATION
Murray, Ky.

Mr. C

would I
to take
festival.
from 't4
he sad':
If th,
become
manner
cornpan
followir
Elizabel
departn
I.ula C
Moser E

CALLOWAY COUNTY OIL CO.
CITIES SERVICE PRODUCTS
PHONE 111
SIXTH

WREN

ANDERSON CLEANERS

tin. Jer
McElral
A sut
contest
proup
in the

HOME and AUTO SUPPLIES

SUPPLIES..

FOR.
erioas

-

and MAIN

WHITEWAY SERVICE STATION
FIRESTONE ii.JEIES and TIRES
We Give Complete Car Service

"Quality Has No Substitute"
PROMPT PICIPP and DELIVERY SERVICE
1602 West Olive Striet

SLIper111.

this mu
At a
held at
9-10, NI
ratings
Groin
the bat
girls' c

BARNETT & KERLEY
FIRESTONE

GENERAL REPAIR

South Fourth Street

QUALITY FOODS and MEAT

T

International Trucks, Farmall Tractors
McCormick Deering Farm Equipment
Telephone 63

HAYS & FIELDER GROCERY

LUBRICATION

North Fourth and Chestnut

Let us CLEAN UP and PAINT UP your car

MUNDA"V EQUIPMENT COMPANY

:

Mum
represet
tival In
day an
cause 01

ST.
YARDS

CALL 91'21

Phone 296

Markt
to 2-25
with el
lbs up
weights
13, 41 I
"late top
Cattle
for Mu
last we
to $1 I
higher;
vealers.
50c to
week:
to $31.:
$28.50 t
of steer
heifers
$3050:
127. Co<
• to med:

SYKES BROTHERS

April is Clean-Up Month

FILLING STATION — OPEN 24 HOURS
An Efficient Night Service Man
SOUTH FOURTH

BELK-SETTLE COMPANY

PHONE 388

41# 06WC.,
Akerf#170.ev
,
SAWS 444#1
1.41164at•Cr'
min

and that includes time Car, the Home,

•
.
•

and the Yard. These nsirchants have

SPRING CLEANING TIME IS FURNACE
CLEANING TIME
MIR

what you want.

E. S. DIUGUID & COMPANY

INSPECT : REPAIR : FLEA N
Your LENNOX Dealer Will Do It Right

GENERAL ELECTRIC

CALL THEM TODAY!

HOME APPLIANCES

H. E. JENKINS

`AIIPI;LIES

ners an

Plumbing, Heating, Sheet Metal Work, Oil Furnaces
•
!lam.

SWANN'S GROCERY

YOU CAN BUY WITH CONFIDENCE

EVERYTHING YOU WILL NEED FOR YOUR
SPRING HOUSECLEANING

RUDY'S RESTAURANT

Phone

Across from

24

AT

•

INTERSTATE LOAN CORPORATION
506 Main St.

SUPERIOR CLEANERS

TEXACO PRODUCTS
U. S. ROYAL — FIRESTONE

Phone 262

fr

HENDON'S SERVICE STATION

Int

104 Maple Street

JEFFREYS

LERMAN'S

Postoffice

You can borrow up to $300.00 for your
clean up needs
HOUSEHOLD - SIGNATURE - AUTOMOBILE

MegitAY LUMBER COMPANY

— -

200 North

Fourth Street

TO(
BAP

We Specialize In

CLEANING RUGS, DRAPERIES, 11.1P COVERS
and CURTAINS
— '
PHONE 44

TIRES and TUBES

Certified Lubrication

Phone 1180

• and che
mon to
$10 to $
ment s'
Sheer
close le
very 11,
lambs:
to actu
stronge
period:
arrivini
$28: soi
eral lot
ed, $25.

Phone 82

Lou
Kentac
dictates

ern B:

DOUGLASS HARDWARE CO.

MAIN STREET MOTORS

FURNITURE and STOVES
IMPLEMENTS and FERTILIZER
PAINTS and VARNISHES

PONTIAC

Telephone 53

11

:

SALES and SERVICE

Our Laboratory Tested and Steam Cured
BLOCKS WILL LAST FOR AGES

PHONE 59

PII()NE 1068

The WHITE HOUSE GROCERY

BUCK'S BODY SHOP

White House
Remember, we do not cut prices, we make there

AUTO PAINTING A SPECIALTY

'Every week is Cleanup Week at th.•

Open each evening until 1:30 o'clock

WILBURN iARRIS

FITTS BLOCK & TILE COMPANY

G.M.C.

here
mencer
lnclu
Jr., Mu
as • Mc
Sacred
The
the lar
ern Se
Baptist
DO I
Dauph
bile. 11
laureat
night.
Baptist
final
the ye
inary
at 11
hanan,
Churcl
er
p
award
Friday
Churcl

EAST END SERVICE STATION
We Service Cars of All Types
CITIES SERVICE OIL AND GAS
ACME and 1'. S. ROYAL TIRES and TUBES
Phone 983

ALLEN MOTORS

' MANY ITEMS FOR THE
HOME

Dealers for
WILLYS JEEPS, STATION WAGONS

FENDER AND BODY WORK

DRAPER & DARWIN

Telephone 777

"Always Under the Market"

PICK-UP TRUCKS
We Service Cars
Hazel Highway

Parts
Phone 656-W
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